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Jackpot – history, varieties and secrets
Jackpot can be deﬁned as the main prize or the total amount bet, in one way or another the game is on the line.

How it all began?
It is believed that the ﬁrst gambling games appeared in Ancient China, though the opponents of this opinion claim
that the game still originated in Europe. From the 14th to the 19th century, gambling had spread across the planet,
gaining more and more attention, more modern look. It has undergone changes and the appearance of the jackpot,
which eventually turned into the maximum prize.
To date, there are just an incredible amount of the types of jackpots to deal with which expand the horizons. Who
oﬀers such prizes? We are talking about card games, lotteries, slots, and much, much more. It is worth noting that
some roulette rules also provide the opportunity to win this prize.
Various Jackpots
Let's start with bingo. For the ﬁrst tim, bingo appeared in Italy and then, in the 16th century, it was a kind of
lottery, turned, over time, in a modern version. In fact, the jackpot is called the winning, because the prize fund,
which is at stake, is formed by the bets made by players (very rarely oﬀers a ﬁxed prize Fund).
Very important role has long been the jackpot playing the lottery, the original patterns which, as we know it, was
created in ancient Egyptian times. Yes, today lottery, which we know is not similar to the events of those times, but
almost all organizers oﬀer the opportunity to win fabulous amount, collecting a certain combination of numbers or
symbols. On the payouts, we believe you should not stop there – they are very large, reaching billions of dollars.
Jackpot, surprisingly, is present even in poker. The Fund is formed of the jackpot here by the method of deductions
from the special bonus bets, but to win it is possible only in case if the player has received the strongest

combination. But in video poker in order to win a share of the jackpot, do not need to make any additional bets, the
full amount the player will only pay if the game is played on max bet.
And, of course, it is impossible to ignore slot machines – gambling establishments to literally promise their
customers the Golden mountains. It casino today determines not only the development process these payments.
About the types of wins
Jackpot history, varieties and secretive most games, the jackpot is oﬀered to win some extra the game where the
client is risking additional money, check the favor of fortune. In other cases the jackpot is positioned as the main
element that determines the decisions that the player needs to take one or the other situation. Thus, a player
familiar with the principle of the payment of the jackpot will give the player a lot better to navigate, increasing,
ultimately, their chances of winning.
It's safe to say that the maximum spread today received the progressive jackpot that is oﬀered in many
institutions. Key features – the size of the progressive jackpot increases in proportion to the number of games prior
to the win. By the way, today many virtual casinos adopt experience of the real and create a single internal
jackpot, to win which is a chance for any visitor.
But there is another kind of jackpot is the game with no progressive accumulation. It is very simple – there is a list
of the established rules of combinations for the collection or loss which the player is paid a particular amount. The
number of rounds or players has no eﬀect on their size and their popularity can be compared with a progressive
jackpot, even though they are not so best players.
Based on the foregoing, we recommend that players who often change gambling establishments or just going to
learn new games, to pay attention to the kind of jackpot that is present in it. When building your strategy you will
have to consider this factor. Despite the fact that chances of winning is relatively small, sooner or later you will
break the coveted jackpot!
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